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Seminar Topics List

Below please find a selection of technical topics relevant to constraint programming and resource
scheduling. Each topic lists a few key papers in the area plus additional sources for you to study.
Please select a topic and then choose a paper you would like to present in seminar. You may want
to present material from more than one paper. Send your topic selection and seminar paper choice
to me via email. First come - first served on topic selection.

Some of the papers are available online in PDF format on the class web page under the Research
Papers Library link. The topic descriptions below refer to online papers by filenames. Some others
are available in hardcopy from the instructor. Note that there are many other articles which are
also relevant to the topics in this course. Please take a good look!

1 Constraint Logic Programming (CLP)

Constraint programming (CP) evolved from earlier work in constraint propagation and search
within Artificial Intelligence (AI). But parallel interest within the field of Logic Programming
produced various logical language (most notably Prolog). By combining logic programming with
constraint propagation we obtain Constraint Logic Programming (CLP). There has been consid-
erable research in this area including the first CLP language called CHIP invented by Pascal Van
Hentenryck. More recently languages such as Eclipse, cc(FD), and ILOG Solver have been de-
veloped. A good introduction is given in this paper [CLP.pdf]. Many other papers are available
including [csclp.ps-2.pdf] by Van Hentenyryck et al and a CLP language developed in our laboratory
[sidebottom92hierarchical.pdf].

2 Max CSPs

The Constraint Satisfaction Problem (CSP) is usually described as the problem of finding a sat-
isfying assignment of values to variables such that all the constraints are simultaneously satisfied.
In contrast, the Max CSP problem is to find an assigment which satisfies as many constraints as
possible. Thus the Max CSP is an optimization problem in contrast to the CSP assignment prob-
lem. Freuder and Wallace [freuder92partial.pdf] have presented an excellent tour of various CSP
approaches extended to solving this problem.
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3 Bayesian Networks

Judea Pearl introduced the formal model of propagating probabilities within graphical models.
Research in Bayesian Networks (BayesNets) has seen an explosive research growth and now forms
a separate research domain. But BayesNets are very similar to CSP networks. Some of the local
propagation techniques in CSPs have analogues in BayesNets. A good intro is provided by diAmbri-
sio [diambrosio AIMag20-02-003.pdf] and a short tutorial is called ”Bayes Nets without Tears” in
hardcopy.

4 Limited Discrepancy Search (LDS)

The exponential complexity of backtrack search is well understood. Various attempts to ameliorate
this problem have been developed (eg- see topic: ”Hybrid Search Methods”). One key observation is
that good search heuristics make the right branching decision most of the time. Only occasionally
do they choose the wrong path in the search tree. Harvey and Ginsberg [LDS.pdf] proposed
a backtrack search algorithm called Limited Discrepancy Search (LDS) which deviates from the
heuristic’s advice on a bounded number of times during the tree search. By iteratively increasing
this bound until a satisfying solution is found, the complexity of backtrack search can often be
tamed. Other researchers have noted the limitations of this approach [re.LDS.fm.pdf] and offered
improvements [depth-bounded-discrepancy-search.pdf and discrepancy-bounded-depth-first.pdf].

5 Advanced Backtracking

Standard chronological backtracking is simple to implement but performs pathologically. Var-
ious improvements have been introduced. The synthesis provided by Prosser [prosser cbj.pdf]
is a good introduction to some extensions that we will cover in lecture. More sophisticated
advanced backtracking algorithms include the famous Dynamic Backtracking of Ginsberg [gins-
berg93dynamic.pdf]. The similarity of this algorithm to local search is presented in [ginsberg94gsat.pdf].
Baker shows that fancy backtracking can perform very badly sometimes [baker.hazards.pdf].

6 Satisfiability Problems (SAT)

Boolean Satisfiability Problems (usually just called SAT) are a special type of CSP. They are
boolean formulas which are NP-hard to solve in general. Various search algorithms are used to find
satisfying assignments (ie- models). A great deal of progress has been made in the SAT community
in the last few years. A good introduction to search techniques for SAT is given in by Lynce in
[lynce2003.pdf]. Many other papers on SAT rsearch are available (see Hoos&Stutzle).
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7 Nogood Learning

Nogoods represent regions of the search space known to contain no solutions. Thus solvers can
use nogood stores (aka search memories) to avoid redundant searching. These techniques are used
in both CSP solvers and SAT solvers. Recently the Boolean Satisfiability (SAT) community has
made great strides in effectively learning new nogoods as additional boolean clauses to be added
to the SAT problem being solved. Unfortunately, learning new nogoods requires exponential mem-
ory requirements which can be ameliorated using various techniques [bayardo96complexity.pdf].
Katsirelos and Bacchus adapted SAT clause watching techniques to CSP solvers [katsirelosBac-
chusCP2003.pdf]. A recent paper of Jussein [jussein.nogoods-WCP06.pdf] describes building finite
automata to efficiently represent nogood stores.

8 Soft Constraints

The CSP considers all constraints as ”hard” meaning that every such constraint must be satisfied
in any acceptable solution. But perhaps some constraints can be considered ”soft” and allowed
to be violated in a solution. For example, the Max CSP is a soft constraint satisfaction problem
because some constraints can remain unsatisfied. More general forms of soft constraint solving
involved a mathematical framework called the cSemiring which incorporates many known forms of
both hard and soft constraint solving. The papers by Bistarelli et al [Bistarelli.con-merge.pdf and
bistarelly00constraint.pdf] are the primary sources.

9 Hybrid Search Methods

Constructive (backtrack) search algorithms and local (stochastic) search algorithms seem concep-
tually very different. But they share many characteristics underneath. Recently researchers are
focusing on trying to combine the desirable attributes of both search modalities. An early pa-
per by Ginsberg and McAllester indicated that there was a deep connection [ginsberg94gsat.pdf].
More recently, Havens and Dilkina [havens&dilkina.ai syslocal.final.pdf] and Jussein and LHomme
[jussien02local.pdf] have developed search algorithms which blend the completeness of backtrack
search with the freedom to follow heuristic gradients of local search. Randomized backtracking has
also shown promise [lynce01stochastic.pdf and prestwich01local.pdf].

10 Job Shop Problems

Choi gives an overview of local search for the JSP [an-overview-of-solving.pdf]. Another tutorial
is [vaessens94job.pdf]. Simulated appealing applied to the JSP is reported in [Sim Anneal - Van-
Larhoven.pdf]. Tabu search is very popular for these problems [Barnes-Chambers.pdf]. But the
state-of-the-art JSP solver using Tabu is [Nowicki-Smutnicki.pdf]. The shifting bottleneck method
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is given in [Shifting Bottleneck.pdf and Tabu With Shifting.pdf].

11 Online Scheduling

Most scheduling methods work offline. The schedule is calculated before execution and the prob-
lem does not change thereafter. This is not true of online or reactive scheduling. The scheduling
problem changes dynamically and stochastically during execution and therefore must be recom-
puted on the fly. Dynamic scheduling occurs frequently in the real world. Courier dispatchers
must constantly resolve this problem. Emergency responders (eg- paramedics) must reschedule
ambulances dynamically as accidents and illnesses occurs stochastically. Consequently, a signifi-
cant amount of research is being directed at these difficult problems. A very good recent paper
is [bent&vanhentenryck regrets.pdf] which describes a regrets based online scheduling algorithm.
Cesta et al in [cesta reactive sched.rcra06xIA.pdf] propose an integration of offline and online ap-
proaches.

12 Satellite Scheduling

Many scheduling problems are oversubscribed meaning that there are not enough resources to ap-
ply to all the activities waiting to be executed. Typically a best schedule is found which executes
as many activities as possible weighted perhaps by their priorities. Satellite image acquisition
scheduling is an important example of oversubscribed resource scheduling [dimacs98.pdf]. Various
techniques are used with permutation schedulers being very popular [globus.EOS.pdf and Satel-
liteSched.pdf]. Genetic algorithms have been used in [howe.icaps04.pdf]. Another approach uses
local search to swap tasks in schedules [kramer laurence 2004 2.pdf].

13 Random CSPs

Finding interesting CSPs to test competing constraint solving algorithms is itself a difficult problem.
Some CSPs will be easy for some algorithms yet very difficult for others. One way to avoid this
problem is to develop random CSP generators which produce problem instances that are truly
random. They are not tuned to any one solver method. By being parametric, these random
generators are capable of a wide latitude of CSP problem sizes, solveability, hardness, etc. It is
known [smith93phase.pdf] that random CSPs exhibit a phase transition where the problems become
exponentially hard to solve as the number of constraints and their tightness is adjusted past critical
values. Thus building such random CSP generators is very difficult. Much research has been done
on how to build truly random instances which exhibit predictable traits. An analysis of the flaws
and structure of random CSP generators is [FlawlessCSP.pdf]. Various random models are analysed
in [mpswcp98.pdf].
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